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"89% of companies surveyed
plan to compete primarily on the
basis of the customer
experience by 2016."

Gartner Research (2014)
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Design-Infused Culture
All members of the organization
understand and agree that design
will be a distinguishing factor in the
survival of their products.

The ROI of design-oriented
companies is 228% higher than
that of S&P 500 companies.

Rae (2013)

Design is the rendering of
intentional delivery of meaningful
service experiences, using the
best technology for the job.

A touchpoint represents a
specific interaction between a

used, the channel used for the
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task being completed.
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A customer journey is made
up by a series of touchpoints,
with each touchpoint defining
the details of the specific
interaction.
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Working with journeys has 30% stronger
correlation to business outcomes
Customer Satisfaction

Likelihood to Stay/Renew

0.58
0.43

+36 %

Willingness to Recommend

0.50

0.59
+19%

Likelihood to Cancel/Churn

0.60
0.47

+28%

Touchpoints
Journeys
McKinsey (2017)

+33 %

-0.25
-0.33

CASES
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Give Me a Break
Case Study

Halmstad University (2013-2015)

Wärnestål et al. (2017)

Anton Lundberg, 10 år
Bakgrund
Anton bor med sin mamma, pappa
och lillasyster Alice (8 år) i ett radhus
i Halmstad. Antons storebror Joakim
(18 år) har flyttat till Lund för att
studera.
Anton spelar innebandy en gång i
veckan. På fritiden spelar han gärna
TV- eller dataspel, och skajpar med
sina kompisar som spelar på samma
server.
Citat
Jag vill hinna göra de roliga
sakerna: att leka med mina
kompisar och spela Minecraft!

Egenskaper, ambitioner, känslor
Nyfiken
Vill vara självständig
Fantasifull
Emotionellt mogen
Vill göra roliga, spännande och
vänliga saker!
Gillar överraskningar
Sjukdomsbild
Behandlades för: Leukemi
Skrevs ut: för 5 år sedan (vid 5
års ålder)
Kontroller: 1 gång om året
Effekter i vardagen: Helt fysiskt
frisk. Inga minnen av sjukdomen,
men har koncentrationssvårigheter pga behandling.

Wärnestål et al. (2017)

Anton tycker skolan är rolig, men han
gillar inte matte och läxor. På
vintrarna gillar han att åka till fjällen
med familjen (snowboard).

Beteenden
Tycker om att rita
Spelar mycket online med kompisar
Gillar att bygga saker (kojor, lego,
Minecraft, ...)
Miljöer
Hemma
Skolan
Fritids
Fotbollsplanen, trädgården, skogen
Hemma hos kompisar
Innebandyhallen
I baksätet på bilen
Sjukhus på kontroll

Touchpoints
Fritids
Skola
Konsultsköterska
Barncancerfonden
Steam/Appstore/YouTube
Familj
Leksaksaffärer/-kataloger

Socialt
Familjen är viktig.
Leker mycket med kompisarna i skolan.
Saknar storebror Joakim.
Gillar att fixa överraskningar för
familjen.
Anton både leker och retas med Alice.
Frustrationer
Ibland osäker socialt (har missat
aktiviteter pga sjukhusvistelse).
Vänta är tråkigt.
Vill leka, men är ofta trött.

Stakeholder Engagement
•

1 Medical Specialist (Doctor)

•

1 Sibling Supporter (Nurse)

•

1 Clinic Leader (Doctor)

•

1 Childhood Cancer Foundation

•
•
•

Representative

1 Oncology Nurse
2 Consultancy Nurses
2 Play/Occupational
Therapists

•

4 Parents

•

15 children with cancer history

•

5 children with no cancer
history
Wärnestål et al. (2017)

Status quo. Lack of resources limit chances of wellbeing and successful social reintegration – and
ultimately our users’ outlook of life.

Give Me a Break connects peers with similar experiences to support our users today and as they
grow up. It is also a springboard to interaction in other channels, media, and organizations.

Wärnestål et al. (2017)
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Impact
Problem
Children cancer
survivors are left alone
with their feelings and
challenges, and peers
that can provide support
are hard to find.

Wärnestål et al. (forthcoming)

Consequences
– Anxiety
– Loneliness
– Identity problems
– Social exclusion
– Poor health strategies

All children with severe
illness enjoy the
opportunity to get longterm trust and support
from peers.

RESEARCH

Anton Lundberg,

10 år

Behavior Patterns

Anton bor med sin
mamma, pappa
och lillasyster Alic
e (8 år) i ett radhu
s
i Halmstad. Anton
s storebror Joakim
(18 år) har flyttat
till Lund för att
studera.

Individual player, mainly interested in the
activities, but enjoys social interaction.
“I want to be able to do fun things and
interact with my friends.”

Anton, 10y

Citat
MENTOR

2
Problem
Children cancer
survivors are left alone
with their feelings and
challenges, and peers
that can provide support
are hard to find.

Consequences

Julia, 12y

Socially oriented participant. Spends time
with friends, and is interested in sharing
nuggets of her life with her friends.
Responsible and ambitious.
“I always got my phone with me, I have
my whole life in it.”

– Anxiety
– Loneliness
– Identity problems
– Social exclusion
– Poor health strategies

ALUMNI

3

Older participant that wants to reconnect or maintain contact with peers.
“I enjoy that I have a network of cancer
friends – people like me.”

Lina, 17y

SALUTOGENIC CARE-GIVER

4
Helena, 32y

Tactically oriented roles such as parents,
relatives, and Childhood Cancer
Foundation workers. Strives to work
more strategically with health-promoting
activities for the children. Understands
and sees technology as a part of the
solution.

PATHOGENIC CARE-GIVER

5
Ahmed, 45y

Wärnestål et al. (forthcoming)

Health professionals with both tactical
and strategic responsibilities. Aware of
the need to become more salutogenic in
their practice. Do not understand the role
of the technology as part of the solution.
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Behavior Patterns

DESIGN

Experience Goals and End Goals

IMPLEMENTATION

Activities and Features

Outputs

Wants to be with friends
Customizable avatars
Enjoys feeling connected to family

PLAYER

1

Individual player, mainly interested in the
activities, but enjoys social interaction.
“I want to be able to do fun things and
interact with my friends.”

Wants to be creative and curious

Profile section with interests

Wants to feel confident

Anton, 10y
Needs social interaction to be
manageable
Enjoys surprises

Virtual playgrounds with diﬀerent
types of rich environments

Creative and cooperative missions

# of users

Needs to be understood

MENTOR

2
Problem
Children cancer
survivors are left alone
with their feelings and
challenges, and peers
that can provide support
are hard to find.

Consequences

Julia, 12y

Socially oriented participant. Spends time
with friends, and is interested in sharing
nuggets of her life with her friends.
Responsible and ambitious.
“I always got my phone with me, I have
my whole life in it.”

– Anxiety
– Loneliness
– Identity problems
– Social exclusion
– Poor health strategies

Wants to excel and be
independent
Not a player: needs collaborative
and social opportunities

3

Older participant that wants to reconnect or maintain contact with peers.
“I enjoy that I have a network of cancer
friends – people like me.”

Easy and real-time social
interaction between users
# of messages

Possible for family to “visit”

# of new user connections

Feels “normal”, and wants to be
treated that way

Scheduled breaks and daily
activities

# of profile updates

# of family visits on playground
Online youth worker available at
set times
# of youth worker-led breaks

Wants to feel socially connected

Enjoys support from peers

Solo missions between scheduled
breaks

Level of continuous use

Notifications and reminders

# of new contact shares between
users

Lina, 17y
Needs a way to maintain
connection with peers long-term

SALUTOGENIC CARE-GIVER

4
Helena, 32y

Tactically oriented roles such as parents,
relatives, and Childhood Cancer
Foundation workers. Strives to work
more strategically with health-promoting
activities for the children. Understands
and sees technology as a part of the
solution.

Needs to feel confident in
supporting the child

PATHOGENIC CARE-GIVER

5
Ahmed, 45y

Wärnestål et al. (forthcoming)

Health professionals with both tactical
and strategic responsibilities. Aware of
the need to become more salutogenic in
their practice. Do not understand the role
of the technology as part of the solution.

# of recorded uses in clinical
context
Activities are progressed
according to Friendship Model

Wants the children to take active
part in the treatment
Wants tools, methods and
knowledge for working with
strategic health-promotion

Needs to feel confident and
secure regarding treatment
mediated by technology
Needs to ensure that the children
achieves better health long-term

Outcomes
Increased level of highquality peer interaction

Wants to belong and be updated
Wants to collect and document
memories

ALUMNI

# of playgrounds

Shareable experiences

Links to other social media
platforms

Report generator and back-end

Meaningful/purposefui exit
Platform influences the
delivery of clinical treatment

Impact
All children with severe
illness enjoy the
opportunity to get longterm trust and support
from peers.

SCANIA
Case Study

CP+B (2016)

Results
Research insight + iterative prototyping and verification
Three main functions, that provides meaningful service to truck drivers,
and enforces Scania’s dedication to take care of their drivers. These were
prototyped and tested, and iteratively refined and finally launched into one
Apple Watch app called Scania Watch Me.

01

Drowsiness Detection
entrepreneurial activities differ
substantially depending on the
type of organization and

02

Active Recovery
entrepreneurial activities differ
substantially depending on the type
of organization and

03

Fall Detection
entrepreneurial activities differ
substantially depending on the type
of organization and

Design for Impact and Value
The same explorative value-driven human-centered design approach – but for different end-goals.

Identify value fit

Existing value chains

Establish new values

Design-Infused Culture
All members of the organization
understand and agree that design
will be a distinguishing factor in the
survival of their products.

New Concepts

Designer as Differentiator

Designer as Strategic Planner

Product Line

Company-Wide

Designer as Interpreter

Designer as System Creator

Existing Products
Heskett (2017)

“Design is only as humancentered as the business
model allows.”
– Erika Hall

Value

Values

Value
Value arises from interactions in context ("in use")
Value is both objective and subjective
The product/service enables experience of value

Values
Products embody values
Designers have a capacity to give voice to values
Values are ideals
Design bears the burden of approximating an ideal
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